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A study by the Department of Energy estimates that 
preventive maintenance results in: 

1. When equipment has been unused for extended
periods or used intermittently, such as during a
lockdown period, a PMV visit can make sure any
small issues are dealt with and systems are ready
for use. This ensures productivity from the outset
when the workforce is back.

2. Thorough system checks and cleaning are proven
to extend the working life of the equipment and
keep it in good working order. Improved reliability
and a longer life for your equipment lessens
expensive outlay.

3. Proactive maintenance helps ensure any potential
issues are overcome before they  become a
problem, preventing downtime and any potential
loss of revenue through equipment failure.

4. Experiencing a problem with your technology
while meeting with clients, even remotely, can
create a bad impression, risking important deals
and costing time and money.

5. Asset management is an element of the
Preventative Maintenance process that will  keep
track of your Audio Visual assets. This is
important, as over time equipment can get moved
or misplaced, which can be both inconvenient and
costly. Tracking your assets reduces these risks.

6. During a Preventative Maintenance Visit, the
service team will identify any equipment nearing
the end of its serviceable life. Preparing and
managing  product obsolescence helps cash flow,
by allowing time to budget for new equipment
while reducing the risk of equipment failure and
downtime.
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What is a Preventative Maintenance 
Visit (PMV)? 

This is a proactive, technically focussed visit from 
one of our engineers, concentrating on all aspects 
of  your Audio Visual, IT, unified communication, 
control and intercom systems. During a PMV, our 
technical service team will install the latest 
updates, check the system is performing correctly, 
clean hardware, check all cables and connectors 
and carry out a full functionality check. They will 
also update the asset register. We recommend 
two PMVs a year for optimum performance. For 
safety, our engineers are provided with protective 
face masks, gloves and sanitiser. 

Enjoy a free full AV system 
health check by a qualified 

Smartcomm Engineer. 
Simply contact us before the 
end of March 2021 to make 

a booking for any time in 
2021. 

*1/2 day maximum. New Service & 
Support clients only. Limited to 1 per 

customer. 

6 Ways a Preventative 
Maintenance Visit can 
Boost your Bottom Line 
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